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ABSTRACT

We review existing data foi the exslusive Teac'.ion 'yd —' pn, at photon energies
above ssl GeV. We compare these data to various models, most notably those
which rely an fiin^Am^nrci qiinrlt and gliifln drgrfe.i nf fie.eAc,m. WK inr.lnHft K
discussion of future plans for related measurements.

1. Introduction

Two-body photodisintegration of the deuteron, i.e. -)d —*• prt, is a high momentum
transfer exclusive process which should be described by perturbative QCD (pQCD)
above some energy1'"*. At low energies, effective field theories in terms of meson
and nucleon degrees of freedom, have been applied4'3 using various formulations of
the deuteron wave function15. At high energies, the momentum transferred to the
nucleon is quite large, and surpasses that for elastic electron scattering at comparable
beam energies7. For momentum transfer much greater than ssl GeV2, we should
expect these effective field theories to break down and some other description, perhaps
pQCD, to talce over.

Unfortunately, the signature of pQCD is not entirely dear. In its most simp]e
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form'1-, it predicts the differential cross section dajdt should "scale" with energy
like l/s""2 where s is the square of the center-ot-mass energy and n is the total
number of point-like constituents involved in the reaction. This behavior has in fact
been observed in. many reactions, for example fp —> x+« at photon energies above
ft* 2 GeV. 3 For the reaction •yd —* pn, we expect that, above some energy,

m

it ~ ~~^~ ( 1 )

where the function /(OCA/) is unknown. A different pQCD formulation8, specific to
•yd —* pnt is based on a successful description of elastic ed scattering0. This model
aims to describe the data at particularly low energies by using the empirical proton
and neutron form factors to remove higher order contributions. In this case, one has

where .FJV(O are the lmcleon elastic form factors. The "reduced nuclear amplitude"
P{Qc\i) is, again, unknown. Equations 1 and 2 BOTH represent predictions
of pQCD, and give the same energy dependence at very high energy. One
might expect, however, that Eq.(2) better approximates the data at lower energies. It
has been argued, however, that no exclusive reaction should be describable by pQCD
at experimentally accessible energies10.

Several effective meson/nucleon field theories H'12-13 have been developed to de-
scribe the data for photon energies above »1 GeV, and they show some success in
describing the differential cross section and its energy dependence. In addition, a pic-
ture based on Regge phenomenology has also been developed14. We will not review
these here, but only point out that a measurement of the energy dependence alone
cannot conclusively rule out one picture or another.

Perhaps the best way to discriminate models will be to measure the proton po-
larization in the reaction ~jd —> pn, as a function of 9CM • K pQCD describes the
process, then the polarization must be zero15. Furthermore, we note that since this
reaction involves a pointlike particle (the photon), Landshoff diagrams16 should not
contribute at high energy and this prediction is sound. On the other hand, predictions
of effective field theories depend on the specific amplitudes included, and the result
is unlikely to tend to zero.

2. Data and Comparisons

Until recently, the highest energy data17'18'19 on 'id -» pn was for photon energies
just reaching 1 GeV. Since then, two experiments at SLAC have extended the data up
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to «4 GeV. One of these, experiment NE820-21, took data up to 1.8 GeV at 8CM = 90°
and predominantly backward angles. The second, experiment I\TE1722, took data at
0CM = 90° and forward angles, with a single data point at £-> =4.2 GeV and 6c>;=37°.
Data analysis for NE17 is ongoing.

Both NE8 and NE17 used bremsstrahlung beams and single aim focussing spec-
trometers to detect the proton from "yd-^pn. Untagged bremsstrahlung is quite
suitable for this reaction .sin<;e f.lie endpoint can be kinematically isolated up to the
threshold for ir° production. In addition, the good resolution (~ 10~3) of focussing
spectrometers makes it possible to cleanly avoid the bremsstrahlung tip and the TT0

threshold, and divide the region up into more than one photon energy bin.

We used a removable Cu radiator that allowed us to subtract the electroproduc-
tion yield in the target, typically a 30% correction, The radiator was located just
far enough upstream so that it was not viewed by the spectrometer, but still allowed
the entire bremsstrahlung angular cone to be intercepted by the long cryogenic tar-
gets. This allowed us to integrate the entire breinsstrahlung spectrum, dramatically-
decreasing the sensitivity to systematic error hi the photon ilux calculation'1. Proton
backgrounds from the target windows were accurately subtracted by taking data with
a liquid hydrogen target, again with and without the breir.sstrahlung radiator. Sys-
tematic errors to the cross section, under 7%, dominated the uncertainties in the NE8
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Pig. 2. Comparisons o ytt at #cM = 90° with two formulations of pQCD.

data21, and the energy dependence is not affected by them. The NE17 uncertainties
aie dominated by statistical error.

Figure 1 plots the measurements at 9CM — 90°, where the momentum transferred
to both nucleons is maximized, and compares them to non-pQCD models. The cross
section falls very rapidly, and measurements at large photon energy are limited by
count rate. Models11-12'13 based on conventional degrees of freedom do a more 01
less reasonable job of describing the data, but there are caveats. For example, there
is considerable freedom as to what amplitudes are included and in the choice of
parameters. In one case13, the normalization itself is not determined. T>iis has been
described in more detail elsewhere,21

In order to test agreement with pQCD, that is either Eq.(l) or £q.(2), it is easiest
to take out the explicit dependence on photon energy and see if the data is consistent
with a constant. We do this in Fig.(2) for the same data shown in Fig.(l). For
convenience, we draw a horizontal Una arbitrarily noimaJized to the data at 1.6 GcV
for Bq.(l) and 1.0 GeV for Eq.(2). There is the suggestion that one or the other
describes the data, but both cannot be true. In fact, the data below 1.6 GeV appear
to be very consistent*0 with d(r/dt a 1/s11, but this is not clearly supported by the
higher energy data. With the existing data, one cannot claim that either asymptotic

is correct.
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Fig. 3. Cross section dir/dQ vs. &CM for fd —> pn. The photon ensrgy is in GeV.

Figure 3 shows liow the angular distribution, evolves as the energy increases. The
cross section is relatively independent cf$cn for energies near 1 GeV, but at 1.6 GcV
it is minimized near 6CM = 90°, with a somewhat symmetric enhancement for forward
(experiment NE17) and backward (NES) angles. As the energy increases further, the
NE17 data show that this "forward peaking" becomes even more pronounced. That
is, the data far from fl^/ = 90° fall much more slowly22 than l/su, and there is not
good evidence for a universal function f{8cxi) ' n Eq.(l). For comparison, though, we
also plot in Pig. 3 the angular distribution obtained from Sq.(2) if we assume the
reduced nuclear amplitude function / 2 ( 0 C A / ) = 0 - 5 - This is a strictly arbitrary
choice, however, and the predictions of the model8 are not firm. What's more, a
similar behavior is predicted by at least one of the conventional calculations13.

3. Plans

Clearly, the differential cross sections at 6CM — 90° must be measured more pre-
cisely up to high energy so that we can establish whether or not some sort of asym-
potic behavior has been reached. (Recall that the momentum transferxed to both
nuclcons is maximized at 9CM — 90".) In addition, the angular distributions must



be determined more carefully, particularly at high energy, so that we have additional
constraints on the models, pQCD and otherwise. Finally, new observables should be
studied that can help distinguish pQGD from conventional models, and the various
conventional models from each other. In fact, experiments are planned for each of
these areas.

An experiment to measure the inverse reaction, np —* d-(, is now in progress at
KEK23. This is a collaboration between U. Kentucky, KEK, Kyoto U., Osaka U.,
Miyazaki U., and Nagoya U. A free neutron beam, with 10% energy resolution, is
produced by an external deuterium team on a Be target. The neutrons then impinge
on a liquid hydrogen target. Neutron beam energies of 1.0, 2.0, 2.35, 2.7, and 3.0 GeV
are used, corresponding to equivalent disintegration photon energies up to 1.5 GeV.
The radiative photon and the recoil deuteror. are detected in coincidence, covering an
angular range 85°<dcAf<l6f>*, where 8CM is the angle between the photon and the
incident neutron. Photons are clelerted in two shower counters consisting of converter,
scintillators, drift chambers, and lead glass blocks. Deuterons are tracked through
a 1.5 Tm digole field using proportional wire chambers and drift chambers, and
identified using time-of-flight. The cross section is normalized by taking concurrent
data on np elastic scattering. Data was taken in April, 1993, and d-/ coincidences
have been c.lea.r'y identified. Present efforts are aimed at distinguishing np —* d~j from
backgrounds produced by associated T° and i) production. These data will fill out
the angular distributions over the range covered by NE8.

A particularly exciting possibility for the KEK experiment is the potential to use
a polarized neutron beam, so that the analyzing power for np —> dr/ can be measured.
This analyzing power is zero in pQCD15.

Further data on ~/d —> pn up to 1.6 GeV or so will be taken at CEBAF using a
tagged photon beam and the CLAS detector to identify the protons24. Very thorough
data in fine angle and energy bins will be acquired over a. large angular range. In
addition, the reaction -yd -> pA° will be measured so that Regge-phenomcnological
models14 can be tested.

In order to push the cross sections to the highest possible energies, we must resort
to bremsstrahlung and single-arm spectrometers (as in NE8 and NE17), so that the
prerequisite luminosity, resolution, and. particle identification can be achieved. To this
end, a CEBAF experiment25 will be carried out using this technique and the High
Momentum Spectrometer (for forward angles) and the Short Orbit Spectrometer (for
backward angles). A relatively complete angular distribution should be achieved for
photon energies up to A GeV.

Finally, a CEBAF experiment will be done to measure the proton polarization in
the reaction -yd —t pn using the bremsstrahlung technique and a polsrimeter located
near the focal plane of the spectrometer213. In this way, the proton polarization car. be



measured for photon energies approaching 2 GeV. This polarization should be zero if
pQCD describes the reaction, and there are indications that for photon energies near
1 GeV that the polarization is indeed quite large27.

4. Summary

The differential cross section for fd —> jm shows dramatic effects as the photon
energy increases beyond ssl GeV. The cross section for 6CM = 90° falls very rapidly,
in a way consistent with pQCD, although the highest energy data is not precise
enough to distinguish between two such models. The angular distribution also changes
dramatically, showing a change from relative isotropy at J$7 «1 GeV, to a strong
forward peaking at the highest energy. A strong backward peaking is also suggested,
but the data only go up to ssl.6 GeV. This can be understood in at least some
models using conventional meson and nucleon degrees of freedom, but ths predictions
of pQCD arc not clear.

An experiment in progress at KEK and one to be done at CEBAF will fill out
and verify the angular distribution up to photon energies near 1.6 GeV. A different
experiment at CEBAF will measure the angular distributions at limited angles up to
4 GeV. Finally, an experiment at CEBAF (and possibly one at KEK) will measure the
analyzing power in yd —» pn (o- ftp —• dy), where pQCD predicts one should measure
zero.
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